
1) It’s time to get real
If that multi burner gas BBQ you once brought to show off has almost rusted out 
and all you’ve ever done is flip and sear, It’s time to pull the trigger on a smoker.
These units smoke, grill and roast meat in ways your gas BBQ only dreamed of 
and there are so many options out there to choose from that when you finally buy 
a fire eating beast, it will feel like bring home your first born child.
If you get push back from your missus, tell her you’ll cook most weekends for her 
and massage her feet. (As I said, lie if you need to).

2) Learn like a Shank Brother
Now that you’ve got yourself a smoker, it’s important you have to learn how to use it.  
The key is low and slow using indirect heat.
It’s important you own way too many BBQ books so buy loads, but not a fluffy Donna 
Hay cookbook dick-head. If you’re too tight, get on line and you’ll find every answer 
you’ll need to get started. Learning from the Shank Bothers will have armed you 
with on the tools knowledge to create some bloody good smoked meat.

3) Arm yourself with a meat knife
Now that you’ll be buying real cuts of meat, you’ll need to know how to butcher, 
trim, slice and portion that special meat you just shouted yourself.
Start off with a boning knife and a high quality steel or stone to always keep 
your knives sharp. Build your weapons of choice up slowly so your don’t raise 
suspicion from a budget conscious partner.

4) The beauty of natural charcoal
Unlike using gas, we use charcoal which brings out the inner fire builder and puts 
real flavor into your meat. This technique is as old as time itself.
The Shank Brothers use nothing but natural hard lump charcoal giving us an even 
dependable source of heat. It burns clean and lasts longer than anything else 
we’ve tried. We get ours from Aussie BBQ’s or direct off the Charcoal Man.

5) Lighting your fire
We recommend buying a chimney starter to get charcoal going which is yet another 
excuse to play with fire and it will save you heaps of time. Try to avoid using any 
chemicals when lighting your charcoal as this may impart nasty flavors on your meat.  
To start the fire, we use a camp gas cooker underneath which works a treat. 
Once the coals are glowing and covered with fine grey ash, you’re ready to add 
them to your smoker. This is where the exciting part starts. You are ready to cook!
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6) Getting wood
Once you have your smoker going and up to temp, it’s time to add wood for flavor. 
This is the smoking bit!
Chunks, chips or dust? It all depends on your own smoker but we love using 
chunks to ensure a long slow burn that delivers sweet thin blue smoke. It’s this 
smoke that gets in Mike’s beard and drives his wife crazy with lust (he reckons).
Watch out for thick white smoke which could be as a result of a lack of oxygen or a 
smothered fire. White smoke tastes like shit on your meat and won’t impress anyone.

7) Go low and slow (it’s hard we know)
Temp control is critical to the success so controlling your fire is the single biggest 
skill you’ll need to master. The secret is keeping your BBQ temp somewhere 
between 200-250˚F (Real men don’t BBQ in Celsius). 
Cheap cuts of meat need consistent low heat without heat spikes to transform into 
melt in your mouth meat treats.
Most smokers draw air in at the bottom of the BBQ which fuels the fire and 
releases the hot air out the top. Controlling the intake and exhaust is the key to 
fire control. You can buy probes and computers that monitor your meat and BBQ 
temperatures.  Ralphie says go with technology, while Mikey says go without.

8) Seasoning
We use dry rubs which are a special blend of spices that coat the meat and make 
it taste even better. Lightly cover your meat with seasoning before you cook to 
ensure you get a result your mates can only dream of. Salt and pepper may be all 
you need but every man should have their own rub ready to deploy at any given time.

9) Meat
Buy good quality meat. Experiment with big cuts or joints that love to be cooked 
low and slow. Pork or lamb shoulders are a great start. 
Most meat can take on smoke flavors for about 2 hours so experiment to your 
own personal liking.
Foiling your meat after it has taken on smoke can create a very moist environment 
which really helps to tenderise and break down tough cuts. 
Once your meat has reached the desired temperature, remove it and let it rest 
wrapped in foil so the muscle can relax and draw moisture back into the fibers. 
Job done. 

10) Respect thy beast
Let’s face it, an animal has been grown and slaughtered so we can eat it. The least 
we can do is cook it to the best of our ability and in doing so bring friends and 
family together.
The Shank Brothers never eat alone or without beer in hand, so always take a moment 
to reflect on the time and effort you’ve put into cooking meat like generations of 
smokers before you. 

Best of luck from The Shank Brothers.

Congratulations. You can now smoke meat.


